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ABSTRACT

We present and analyze experiments at ARL that achieve remote turbulence-free ghost imaging that is virtually

free from the adverse effects of turbulence distortion. Obscurant penetrating GI experiments are also presented.

Recently remote imaging and stand-off detection have been accomplished using ghost imaging (GI)1 . These

experiments suggested that ghost imaging might be free from the effects of turbulence distortions1, 2 . In this

study we report the first experiments that achieve turbulence-free ghost imaging that is virtually free from the

adverse effects of turbulence. Single sensor, obscured, Bessel, and compressive GI experiments are also presented.

Figure 1. Ghost images of “ARL”: Left: No Turbulence. Right: With Turbulence.

Turbulence is induced by instability mechanisms such as mechanical forcing and buoyancy and produce time-

space variations in light propagation and photon counts, i.e. optical turbulence. Common optical turbulence

power law scaling are based on idealized assumptions of isotropy, homogeneity, and stationarity of the turbulence

as formulated by Tatarskii, Kolmogorov, Wolf, Fried, Twiss, and colleagues. In practice and by Navier-Stokes

solutions3 , turbulence in the atmosphere is never stationary and is generally inhomogeneous and anisotropic.

Figure 2. Left: Laboratory layout of Turbulence Free ghost imaging experiments. Middle: Real-time imaging of GI

experiment turbulence. Right: Classical distorted instantaneous image through turbulence.

In our experiments we performed ghost imaging through turbulence caused by heating of the air inducing

turbulent motion in the target and reference beam paths. Real-time imaging of the turbulence allows us to

investigate more detailed physics in the analysis of turbulence-free ghost imaging and its applications.
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